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   I saw a dog. 
   It was a big dog. 
   “That dog is big,” I 
said. 
   “Yes, it is a big 
dog,” said my friend.
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Dog



Cod

   I saw a cod. 
   It was a big cod. 
   “That cod is big,” I 
said. 
   “Yes, it is a big 
cod,” said my friend.
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Fox

   I saw a fox. 
   It was a big fox. 
   “That fox is big,” I 
said. 
   “Yes, it is a big 
fox,” said my friend.
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   I saw a cow. 
   It was a big cow. 
   “That cow is big,” I 
said. 
   “Yes, it is a big 
cow,” said my friend.
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Cow



Owl

   I saw an owl. 
   It was a big owl. 
   “That owl is big,” I 
said. 
   “Yes, it is a big 
owl,” said my friend.
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   I saw a bug. 
   It was a big bug. 
   “That bug is big,” I 
said. 
   “Yes, it is a big 
bug,” said my friend.
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Bug



  Pup

   I saw a pup. 
   It was a big pup. 
   “That pup is big,” I 
said. 
   “Yes, it is a big 
pup,” said my friend.
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   I saw a f ly. 
   It was a big f ly. 
   “That f ly is big,” I 
said. 
   “Yes, it is a big f ly,” 
said my friend.
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